Numerical Simulation of the Hydrogen Dispersion Behavior by a Parallel Characteristic Curve Method
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A parallel characteristic curve method is applied in domain decomposition system to simulate the dispersion behavior of hydrogen in this work. The characteristic curve method is employed to approximate the Navier-Stokes equations and the convection diffusion equation, and the feasibility of solving complex multicomponent flow problems is demonstrated by the numerical simulation of hydrogen dispersion in a partially open space. An analogy of the Boussinesq approximation is applied and numerical results are validated by comparing them with the experimental data. The dilution effect of ventilation is investigated. The transient behavior of hydrogen and the process of accumulation in the partially open space are discussed.

1. Introduction

Hydrogen is seen as a possible replacement to fossil fuels, which, besides being highly polluting, are fast being depleted. However, several obstacles must be overcome if hydrogen is to be used as a mainstream source of energy that safe storage is one of them. Because of the computation complexity of high Rayleigh number in hydrogen simulations, conventional numerical methods suffer from low convergence speed and poor stability and robustness. Because of the nonlinearity of these problems, product-type iteration methods are required [1, 2]. These methods occupy so much memory and computational time that they are difficult to be applied to large scale simulations. Based on the approximation of the material derivative along the trajectory of fluid particle, the characteristic curve method is natural in the simulation to physical phenomena and it is demonstrated to be unconditionally stable for a wide class of problems [3–7]. As a typical dispersion behavior of multicomponent flow, a methodology to simulate the hydrogen dispersion behavior efficiently is discussed in this work.

Safety is recognized as one of the most important issues in promoting hydrogen use. Hydrogen is odourless, colourless, and tasteless, so most human senses will not help detect a leak. It is no more or less dangerous than other flammable fuels, including gasoline and natural gas. Hydrogen is flammable and can behave dangerously under specific conditions. Accompanying a more extensive usage of hydrogen is the increased possibility of accidental release in the hydrogen infrastructure which comprises storage, bulk transportation and distribution, production, and utilization. However, hydrogen can be handled safely when simple guidelines are observed and the user has an understanding of its behavior. In particular, research on leaking hydrogen is important to prevent accidental ignition and to set the safety margin for leakage. Therefore, to ensure the safe usage of hydrogen it is necessary to predict and understand the characteristics of its leakage and dispersion. Over the last few decades, much research has been done on the evaluation of leak flow rate [8], dispersion behavior in residential areas [9], and the design of ventilation systems of hydrogen dispersion [10, 11]. Inoue et al. report the experimental data of a ventilation model [12]; Kanayama et al. report a numerical simulation to it by finite element method [13, 14]; however, the numerical results contain obvious oscillations and the maximum value of concentration is even higher than the value concentration at the inlet, which are contradicted with the experimental data and prevent it from being a better simulation.
The current study is to improve the simulation of hydrogen dispersion by a parallel characteristic curve method for its unconditional stability and to investigate the simulation of hydrogen dispersion behavior by doing this. It is expected to stabilize the numerical result and to have a better view about the recirculation zones by using a parallel characteristic curve method. To handle the problem caused by the nonlinear convective terms of flow problems, which result in the non-symmetry of the stiffness matrix, a parallelized characteristic curve method for the domain decomposition method is used in this work. Compared with the traditional fashion is to employ some product-type methods as the iteration solver [14], the symmetry of the matrix enables computation problems with up to 30 million degrees of freedom (DOF) which can be solved [15]. In order to validate the solvability of dispersion behavior of hydrogen, the current computation results are compared with experimental results reported by Inoue et al. [12]. The transient dispersion behavior of hydrogen and several guidelines for safety in a ventilation model are discussed in this work.

The remaining sections are arranged as follows. Section 2 gives a brief description about the formulas and the parallel characteristic curve method. Section 3 describes the physical model, initial and boundary settings, and material properties. Numerical results and discussions are present in Section 4; finally, Section 5 gives concluding remarks in this research and points out the directions for the future study of dispersion behavior of hydrogen.

### 2. Formulation

#### 2.1. Governing Equations

Let \( \partial \Omega \) be the boundary of a three-dimensional polyhedral domain \( \Omega \). \( H^1(\Omega) \) is the Sobolev space of the first order and \( L^2(\Omega) \) is the subspace of \( L^2(\Omega) \) functions with zero mean value. Under the assumption that the flow field is incompressible, viscous, and laminar, the solving of the model can be summarized as finding \((u, p) \in H^1(\Omega)^2 \times L^2(\Omega)\) such that, for any \( t \in (0, T) \), the following set of equations hold:

\[
\begin{align*}
\partial_t u + (u \cdot \nabla) u - \frac{1}{\rho} \nabla \cdot \sigma(u, p) &= \frac{1}{\rho} \, g \beta C, \quad \nabla \cdot u = 0, \\
&\quad \text{in } \Omega \times (0, T),
\end{align*}
\]

where \( u = (u_1, u_2, u_3) \) is the velocity [m/s], \( \rho \) is the pressure [N/m²], \( g = (g_1, g_2, g_3)^T \) is the gravity [m/s²], \( \beta \) is the concentration expansion coefficient \([-\] , \( C \) is the mass concentration [mass %], and \( \sigma(u, p) \) is the stress tensor [N/m²] defined by

\[
\sigma_{ij}(u, p) = -p \delta_{ij} + 2\mu D_{ij}(u),
\]

\[
D_{ij}(u) = \frac{1}{2} \left( \frac{\partial u_i}{\partial x_j} + \frac{\partial u_j}{\partial x_i} \right), \quad i, j = 1, 2, 3,
\]

with the Kronecker delta \( \delta_{ij} \) and the viscosity \( \mu \) [kg/ms].

An initial velocity \( u_0 \) is applied in \( \Omega \) at \( t = 0 \). Dirichlet boundary conditions

\[
u = \bar{u} \quad \text{on } \Gamma_1 \times (0, T)
\]

and Neumann boundary conditions

\[
\sum_{j=0}^{3} \sigma_{ij} n_j = 0 \quad \text{on } \partial \Omega \setminus \Gamma_1 \times (0, T)
\]

are also applied, where \( \Gamma_1 \subset \partial \Omega \) are the outward normal to \( \partial \Omega \).

The governing equation of leaking hydrogen dispersion is to find \( C \in H^1(\Omega) \) such that

\[
\partial_t C + u \cdot \nabla C - \alpha \Delta C = S \quad \text{in } \Omega \times [0, T],
\]

where \( \alpha \) is the diffusion coefficient [m²/s] and \( S \) is the source term [K/s]. An initial concentration \( C_0 \) is applied in \( \Omega \) at \( t = 0 \). Dirichlet and Neumann boundary conditions are set by

\[
C = \bar{C} \quad \text{on } \Gamma_2 \times [0, T],
\]

\[
\alpha \partial_n C = 0 \quad \text{on } \partial \Omega \setminus \Gamma_2 \times [0, T],
\]

respectively, where \( \Gamma_2 \subset \partial \Omega \), \( \partial_n \) is the outward normal derivative to \( \partial \Omega \).

#### 2.2. A Parallel Characteristic Curve Method

A characteristic curve method is applied in parallel manner to the nonlinear terms in (1) and (5), which works as follows.

Let \( \Delta t \) be the time increment and \( N_T \equiv [T/\Delta t] \) the total step number, and thus

\[
t^n = n \Delta t
\]

stands for time step \( n \). Let \( x \) be the current position of a particle, its position at \( t^{n-1} \) can be approximated by

\[
X(t^{n-1}) = X_1(u(X, t^{n-1}), \Delta t) + O(\Delta t),
\]

where \( u(X, t^{n-1}) \) is the fluid velocity of position \( X \) at \( t^{n-1} \) and

\[
X_1(u(X, t^{n-1}), \Delta t) \equiv x - u(X, t^{n-1}) \Delta t
\]

denotes a first order approximation; see [16]; therefore, the material derivative in (1) and (5) at \( t^n \) can be written as

\[
\frac{\partial}{\partial t} M + (u \cdot \nabla) M = \frac{M^n - M^{n-1}}{\Delta t} \left( X_1(u^{n-1}, \Delta t) \right).
\]

In (1) and (5), \( M \) and \( C \) are functions of time and position, respectively.

A two-way coupling scheme is employed in this research to couple the solving process of (1) and (5), as can be seen in Figure 1.

It should be noted that the element information term \( X(t^{n-1}) \) may cause some difficulty in the solving of governing equations (1) and (5), especially in this work when all the elements information is distributed on different processor.
elements (PEs) and the searching is done in parallel. Fortunately, the same $u^{n-1}_h$ is used for both equations; therefore, the searching results can be shared by them in one nonstationary step; see Figure 1.

The element searching algorithm requires a globalwise element information to determine the position of one particle in the previous time step. However, in the parallel system used in this work, the whole domain is split into several parts, one processor element (PE) works only on the current part and it does not contain any element information of other parts. Each part is further divided into many subdomains and the domain decomposition is performed by the PE in charge of the part. This parallelity causes a computational difficulty: for each time step, the particle is not limited within one part; see Figure 2; therefore, exchanging the data between different PEs is necessary, which demands the PEs to communicate in subdomainwise computation.

The number of total elements in one subdomain may be different, which means that some point to point communication techniques, such as MPI_Send/MPI_Recv or MPI_Sendrecv in MPICH, cannot be used in elementwise computation. In the previous research [17], a global variable to store all the old solutions is constructed. This method maintains a high computation speed but costs a huge memory usage. To reduce the memory consumption, a request-response system is used in [18]. In this work, the request-response system is further optimized by starting the request earlier in each loop; thus, less time is spent in communication among PEs.

### 3. Modeling

#### 3.1. Geometry and Parameters

Hydrogen has a rapid diffusivity; it dilutes quickly into a nonflammable concentration when released. Therefore, to become a fire hazard, hydrogen must first be confined, but as the lightest element in the universe, confining hydrogen is very difficult. Industry takes these properties into account when designing structures where hydrogen will be used. The designs help hydrogen escape up and away from the user in case of an unexpected release.

A ventilation model with partially open space considered in this work is shown in Figure 3, used by several researchers [10, 12, 13] to assess the risk of an accident caused by a hydrogen leak. Hydrogen enters from an inlet at the base near one end of the model; ventilation is through a roof vent and a door vent near the opposite end. Four sensors are placed within the model; their locations are defined as the table embedded in Figure 3.

During hydrogen dispersion, the discrepancy in concentration is one of the main drive forces of flow motion, which gives us the basic idea to use an analogue of Boussinesq approximation in thermal convection problems. According to the ideal gas equation of state, the concentration expansion coefficient $\beta$ keeps constant for hydrogen dispersion [13]. This finding makes it extremely convenient for us to apply the current solver to this problem. Using the notations defined in Section 2.1, the material properties used in this work are given by Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>Values</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\nu$</td>
<td>$1.05 \times 10^{-4}$ [m$^2$/s]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\alpha$</td>
<td>$6.1 \times 10^{-5}$ [m$^2$/s]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\beta$</td>
<td>13.4 [—]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\theta$</td>
<td>$(0, -9.8, 0)$ [m/s$^2$]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$S$</td>
<td>0 [1/s]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### 3.2. Initial and Boundary Conditions

To be consistent with the experiment reported by [12], hydrogen leaks into the inlet at the speed of 0.02 [m/s] in the vertical direction, with a mass concentration of 6.94% (considering the difference between the density of air and hydrogen). At the roof, the hydrogen is discharged outside freely. At the door, the air is supposed to go in due to the pressure discrepancy between inside and outside of the door. All other boundaries are considered as endwalls.

Let $\Gamma_{\text{inlet}}$, $\Gamma_{\text{roof}}$ and $\Gamma_{\text{door}}$ denote the boundary of inlet, roof and door, respectively; Dirichlet boundary conditions are set as follows:

$$ (u_1, u_2, u_3) = (0, 0.02, 0), \quad C = 6.94\%, \quad \text{on } \Gamma_{\text{inlet}}, $$

$$ C = 0\%, \quad \text{on } \Gamma_{\text{door}}, $$

$$ (u_1, u_2, u_3) = (0, 0, 0), \quad \text{on } \partial \Omega \setminus (\Gamma_{\text{inlet}} + \Gamma_{\text{roof}} + \Gamma_{\text{door}}). \quad \text{(12)} $$

---

**Table 1:** The material properties.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>Values</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\nu$</td>
<td>$1.05 \times 10^{-4}$ [m$^2$/s]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\alpha$</td>
<td>$6.1 \times 10^{-5}$ [m$^2$/s]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\beta$</td>
<td>13.4 [—]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\theta$</td>
<td>$(0, -9.8, 0)$ [m/s$^2$]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$S$</td>
<td>0 [1/s]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Natural ventilation is imposed at both the roof and the doors. Neumann boundary conditions are set as follows:

\[ \sum_{j=0}^{3} \sigma_{ij} n_j = 0 \quad \text{on } \Gamma_{\text{roof}}, \Gamma_{\text{door}}, \]

\[ \alpha \partial_{n} C = 0 \quad \text{on } \partial \Omega \setminus (\Gamma_{\text{inlet}} + \Gamma_{\text{door}}). \]

Initial velocity and concentration are set as follows:

\[ u_0 = (0, 0, 0), \]

\[ C_0 = 0\%. \]

It can be seen that Rayleigh number in this research is

\[ Ra = \frac{g \beta \Delta C L^3}{\alpha \nu} = 3.4 \times 10^{11}, \]

and it is believed to be the main reason of oscillations in [13, 14].

4. Numerical Results

In order to validate the solvability of the current scheme on hydrogen dispersion behaviour, a comparison with the experimental data reported by (12) is made and the total computation time is set to 1500 s. To avoid the effect of the stationary judgment, the criterion of the stationary stage is set to \(1.0 \times 10^{-10}\) and controlled by an element based \(H^1(\Omega)^3 \times L^2(\Omega) \times H^1(\Omega)\) norm, compare [19]. The convergence judgment of each time step is made by the Euclidean norm [20], and the criterion is \(1.0 \times 10^{-6}\).

The ADVENTURE_CAD and ADVENTURE_Metis [21] are used to create the geometry and mesh, and the local density of mesh around the sensors in Figure 3 is increased to have a better simulation. As an initial attempt of this research, an unstructured mesh with 1,124,294 elements is created for this work, as is shown in Figure 4.

The computation results of this work are compared with the experimental results reported by [12]. Figure 5 compares the computational hydrogen volumetric concentration values at the nodes closest to the four sensor positions against experimental values in [12]. The hydrogen concentration is measured in terms of volumetric concentration, where 0% indicates that the entire volume is occupied by air and 100% represents the opposite.

It can be seen for Figure 5 that the current numerical results agree with the experimental data very well, especially sensor 2 and sensor 3, which are located at the top of the ventilation model; see Figure 3. The computational results at sensor 1 and sensor 4 are also closer to the experimental data and the trend fits that of the experimental data very well. Around the inlet and the door, the flow field is complicated and oscillations are also viewed at sensor 1 and sensor 4. Compared with numerical results in [13,14], the current numerical results are more stable and closer to the experimental data and thus are more reliable.

Hydrogen has a wide flammability range (4–74% in air) and the minimum energy required to ignite hydrogen is very low (0.02 mJ, 10% of the minimum energy required to ignite gasoline vapour); as a result of this, the leakage of hydrogen in a confined space introduces the possibility of accidental ignition, which, in the worst case, may result in an explosion. Such safety issues necessitate special facilities if extensive physical experiments are to be carried out safely and frequently, further justifying the use of computational simulations. In Figure 6, the isosurface of volumetric concentration at 4% is shown, presenting the boundary of flammability inside the partially open space.

Hydrogen leaks at a constant speed with a constant concentration at the inlet, as is shown by (12). It can be seen from Figure 6 that the 4% volumetric concentration isosurface is getting lower and lower toward the bottom of the ventilation...
model; however, after 500 s, the 4% volumetric concentration isosurface does not get lower obviously and the height of the isosurface is kept till the end of the computation. Thus, the reign below the 4% volumetric concentration isosurface is relatively safe. This finding could help in case if the hydrogen leakage occurs; the area around the place of accident can be classified by its safety, and instruction can be given differently to avoid the so-called “secondary accident.”

Velocity profiles are given in Figure 7. Through these figures, several characters of hydrogen leakage inside the partially open space can be observed as follows.

(1) Hydrogen flows vertically and then spreads to the upper roof vent after reaching the ceiling; therefore, the sensors near the ceiling keep a high level of hydrogen concentration; the sensors are sorted as

\[ \text{Sensor } 2 \simeq \text{Sensor } 3 > \text{Sensor } 1 > \text{Sensor } 4 \]  

by descending order of concentration value.

(2) Air goes inside the model from the door vent, due to the changes in pressure field; that is to say, hydrogen concentration near the horizon of the door vent keeps...
a low level during the dispersion, as is shown in Figure 6.

(3) The distribution of hydrogen concentration does not change a lot after 500 s; in some sense, a stationary state is achieved.

(4) The flow field around the inlet and the door is very complicated due to the inflow of air, as the moving air is a driving force that cannot be neglected. Streamlines at 50 s are displayed in Figure 8 to demonstrate the flow pattern in the ventilation model.

As can be seen in Figure 8, the flow fields around the inlet and the door are affected by air also. The great distortion near these areas indicates that some turbulent flow appears during the computation, which is consistent with the oscillation in Figure 5.

The computation model contains 187,382 nodes and mesh size is about 0.03. It is analyzed parallelly by the scheme described in Section 2.2. The total DOF was 936,910. A Linux PC cluster with 20 PCs in Kyushu University was mainly utilized to carry out the computation. For each PC the configuration of hardware is as follows:

CPU: Intel(R) Core(TM) i7 920@2.67GHz, Memory: 12 [GB].
Due to the unconditional stability of the parallel characteristic curve method, $\Delta t$ was set to 0.1 s. The computation took about 10 hours on this small PC cluster.

5. Conclusions

A ventilation model of hydrogen dispersion is numerically simulated in three dimensions by a parallel characteristic curve method in a domain decomposition system in this work. The main conclusions can be summarized as follows.

1. By using a parallel characteristic curve method, the results are more stable than the conventional computation result. The difference procedures are more stable than the experimental data and are more reliable; the comparison of current computation results and the experimental data convinces us of the solvability of the current scheme in hydrogen dispersion problems.

2. The door plays an important role in preventing the accumulation of hydrogen around the bottom of the ventilation model. Air goes inside the model and the dilution effect appears.

3. Turbulent flow appears around the inlet and the door, and recirculation zones are found inside the model.

4. A stationary state is reached after about 500 s.

As is mentioned above, to investigate the effect of driven force by air more precisely, some stabilization techniques and a finer mesh may be required, which will be a future work to us.
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